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with advanced systemcare ultimate upgrade's unique wi-fi and sd card treatment, it can now help you with the wi-fi networking and also discover picture from the sd card in the
meantime. it helps with bluetooth, usb and usb 2.0, and also offer you a discreet ui. advanced systemcare ultimate is a triumphant all-around pc supervisor, it has some

exceptionally world-class highlights. for example, the first-order engine will catch all your activities and framework are some significant upgrades to bitdefender, including a full-
blown bitdefender framework, which can help you discover your activities quicker. as a result, it can help you pick up on your activities quicker. when it comes to hardware,

advanced systemcare ultimate can arrange a few diverse things. a decent amount of variations can be made, and it can help you check the state of a few different equipment
instruments, for example, ram, cpu, hard drives, network drives, cd/dvd/blu-ray player, hard drives, and dimm slots. the enhanced malware removal function of iobit anti-virus

ultimate is supported in both versions of the product. we’ll be getting to the scan results and the full range of features later, but here are some of the other things the program does
in addition to scanning your system for potentially malicious content and malware: manage large files: iobit anti-virus ultimate 2013 allows you to manage the file size limit that
windows sets for large files. this can help make it easier to delete these files if necessary. scheduled tasks: anti-virus ultimate 2013 allows you to make a windows schedule to
scan/update/backup your computer, to achieve better computer performance. smart application and registry: iobit anti-virus ultimate 2013 scans the software and registry for
malware and automatically moves the clean software and the registry into the cleaning tab. then the program automatically executes the clean software or enables the user to

manually execute the software, to attain a better performance. manage all kinds of disk: anti-virus ultimate 2013 allows you to manage your hard disk from the ui, such as getting
all the free space, managing the size of each used file, resizing the size of a specific folder, managing and cleaning up the slow disk, automatically deleting backup files, and
cleaning the unnecessary data on the disk. real-time pc support: the new “real-time pc” tab shows you what is happening on your pc in real-time. it allows you to check what
program is using your cpu, memory, and disk, as well as how you can reduce the load, in order to achieve better computer performance. support for powerful gaming effects:

antivirus ultimate 2013 recognizes hardware-accelerated graphics cards in order to support games and other software with powerful gaming effects. with this function enabled,
antivirus software can run with significantly reduced cpu load. online protection for gaming: iobit anti-virus ultimate provides full online protection while you are playing games.
unlike the other antivirus software that only process and analyze threats while your game is running, iobit anti-virus ultimate analyzes threats while you’re playing game at any
time. so you do not need to play games while the antivirus is running. office 365 support: office 365 is a cloud version of microsoft office. anti-virus ultimate 2013 provides office

365 support for all the latest versions of office. you can also protect your office 365 files against being damaged or corrupted by other threats, so as to improve the user experience.
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